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Abstracts

Questions
Q1. How are these outside and inside of the mind related to each other?

Q2. How can we characterize mental experience in analytic terms?

Q3. What would be missing if mental experience did not exist?

Q4. What could the secondary control system be good for?

Q5. How to bridge the gap between functional performance and phenomenal

experience?

• To understand how the minds work, we need to examine how people use their

bodies and brains to interact with their environments.

• Minds play the role of controllers in perspective of perception-action cycles.

Controllers link perception to action.

• The secondary system has its roots in the social domain, that is, in the domain

of interaction and communication among individuals. Access to others’ mental

experience becomes significantly important.

Summary for each section

1.1. The Enigma of Subjectivity

• Dilemma

• We do not understand how our subjectivity fits into our subjectless picture

of the universe. [mental world → physical world]

• Outer (physical) life cannot be explained without reference to inner (mental)

life.

• The challenges that the enigma of subjectivity poses for science

• How subjectivity is possible.

• How inner life can bring forth outer life.

1.2. Performance and Experience

1.3. Performance

• Why do animals have mind?

• Because they have to cope with in their external or internal environmental

changes

• Minds evaluate the relevant behaviors of each current situation and transform

the evaluations into appropriate behavior. In perception-action cycles, minds

play the role of controllers.

1.3.1. Body, Brain, and Mind

• Since Minds are implemented in brains, studying how minds works begins with

the brains and the bodies.

• The studies of minds are set up in two languages.

• The wet language: the language of functional anatomy and physiology.

• The dry language: the language of computational modeling of brain

processes.

• Author’s claim

• Physiological modeling of the brain may capture how the brains work but

not how the mind work.

• ★ To understand how the minds work, we need to examine how people

use their bodies and brains to interact with their environments.

1.3.2. Perception, Action, and Mind

1.4. Experience

• Mental experience poses two hard problems.

• First problem: What is mental experience like — and how can we

characterize mental experience in analytic terms?

• Second problem: What is mental experience good for — and what would

be missing if mental experience did not exist?

1.5. Bridging the Gap

• Story 1: Functional performance that forms the physical world

• Story 2: Phenomenal experience that forms the mental world

• How to bridge the gap between two stories?

1.5.1. Correspondence

• Functional performance is always paralleled by phenomenal experience.

• Phenomenal experience is selective and reflects only a small portion of the

ongoing functional performance.

1.5.2. Emergence

• Phenomenal experience is emerged from functional mechanisms.

1.5.3. Self-representation

• Two basic control scenarios: See the left figure.

• Author’s claim:★ The secondary system has its roots in the social domain, that

is, in the domain of interaction and communication among individuals.

• The notion of self-representation captures essential aspects of the foundations

of subjectivity.

1.6. Self and Others

• Access to others’ own mental experience is mediated through our observation

of their performance, which is inferential mechanisms.

Open Minds by Wolfgang Prinz

• Performance = outer face/life = objectivity = physical world = environment =

functionality

• = how people manage to cope with their actual environment

• AI: Perception(observation), planning

• Experience = inner face/life = subjectivity = mental world = control system =

phenomenology

• = how people perceive and understand their environment

• AI: Action

• Secondary control system

• The control system that accesses both the primary controller and its

environment.

• The system of self-representation that enables social cognition.
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Simple agent system: 

Similar to Scenario 1

Two basic control scenarios

Similar AI systems

In Scenario 1 the domain of events to

which controller C has access is

restricted to happenings in its

environment E.

In Scenario 2 the control domain to

which the secondary controller C* has

access comprises both environment E

and the primary controller C.

C* realizes self-representation. It

references not only the environment E

but also the self, primary controller C.

Actor-critic system: Similar to Scenario 2 in

that it evalutates environment and actions.
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